
The
Maple 3

TM

The worlds most advanced
3D Glass Printer.

mapleglassprinting.com
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Sustainably 
Create.
Design with 
Freedom.
The Maple 3TM Glass 3D Printer allows complex digital designs to be 
produced in glass. Our unique technology removes the typical hassle  
of glass manufacturing techniques, empowering you to create intricate  
glass pieces quickly and easily.



Designed by Brandyn Callahan and Phirak Suon

High 
Speed

The Maple 3™ technology enables faster 
production speeds than ever before. 

Typically, glass pieces involve a lengthy creation 
process, requiring large equipment, metal moulds 
and virgin material. This means that creating 
low volume glass pieces with intricate detail is 
particularly challenging. With our 3D printers, 
customers will be able to create rapid prototypes 
with unique designs and iterate with  
high repeatability.



Seamless 
Filament 
Changeover

Simplify production with the ability to switch 
filaments with ease. By using recycled glass, 
our patent pending machine can print detailed 
glass pieces with an economically  
viable process.



Designed by @architecturebvn

Unlock your  
Designs 
with Ease

Leverage the synergy between technology and 
additive manufacturing. Come up with an idea  
and use Computer Aided Design (CAD) to create  
a 3D model prototype. Together with our  
easy-to-use software, convert your model to a 
printer instruction file and bring your idea to life  
with glass.



Designed by Brandyn Callahan and Phirak Suon

Design and experimentation by Mark TitleDesigned by Brandyn Callahan and Phirak Suon

Printing Capabilities

[1]

Multiple 
Contours

[2]

Flexible 
Geometry

[3]

Multi 
Colour

[4]

Experimental 
Printing

[5]

Single 
Wall

[6]

Multi 
Wall

[7]

Infill 
Capabilities

[8]

Solid First 
Layer



Specifications

Device

Build Volume 170 x 200 x 300 mm (~10L) customisable on order

Nozzle Diameter Available in 1.5, 2 or 3mm Diameter (nozzles are 
interchangeable) customisable on order

Nozzle Type High Temperature Single Nozzle with Single  
Heated Block

Connectivity USB to PC Connection
- Standalone via SD and WiFi

Total Weight ~250kg

Size ~1000 (w) x ~760 (d) x ~1600 (h)

Filament (Materials)

Fialment Diameter 3.5 - 6mm (tailored to nozzle, extruder system) 
customisable on order

Nozzle Intake Diameter Set to be compatible with the filament diameter.  
Seamless filament changeover.

Material Glass Rod, Bullseye Glass Rod, Recycled Glass Rod.
Compatible with input materials from Maple Vitri-Glass 
system (sold separately)

Material (Other) The printer is readily capable of printing other 
materials including a variety of soda-lime glasses, 
recycled glass waste, and custom glass prepared 
using a vitrigraph (inclusive of Bullseye Frits, sheet  
and powders)

Electrical & Software

Ac Input 240 V - 32Amp Plug
(configurable for 120V, or other alternative  
power requirements)

Slicing Simplify3D, Cura or other compatible slicing / .gcode 
generating software.

Interface LCD Screen/SD Card

Supported Input File Types .stl and .obj

Temperatures

Maximum Nozzle Temperature Customer Dependent (dependent on power supply 
and control system)

Maximum Chamber Temperature 500°C

Printing

Minimum Layer Height 0.25mm (with 1.5mm nozzle)

Minimum Wall Thickness Nozzle Diameter



Maple Glass Printing Ltd. Contact

mapleglassprinting.com
info@mapleglassprinting.com
@mapleglassprinting

Visit

503 High Street 
Northcote VIC 3070
Australia


